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About This Game

NYAN DESTROYER is a space shooter, where you have to destroy a myriad of lovely creatures. These creatures have already
enslaved most of the human population that is why people prefer to play carelessly with them, rather than destroy them... Their

brainwashing techniques haven’t yet touched you, so get in the spaceship and fight back against these sweet creatures!

In this game, you have to choose one of the nine spaceships, each of which has its own unique weapon and characteristics, and
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then go into open space to fight cute creatures.

The game includes 4 different zones, where there are their respective enemies. Almost every zone is different in mechanics and
creatures that inhabit it.

In addition to the nine unique weapons of each ship, you can also find eight additional types of weapons starting with the classic
machine gun and finishing with the cookies-bombs.

The game is endless and has a high score table, so you can compete for the first place around the world!

As you know, you’d fight fire with fire, and since your enemies are cute creatures, then you have not quite ordinary spaceships
at your disposal. In the game, there are 8 types of different combat ships that differ in built-in weapons and characteristics:

- Heart
- Guitar
- Pizza

- Watermelon
- Spinner

- Something triangular ¯\_(ツ)_/¯
- Butterfly

Sprinkle your enemies with pollen, shoot them with watermelon seeds or break them with the power of love!

During the battle, you can collect additional weapons in order to strengthen your fighting power and shoot at once from two
guns, the main and additional:

- Cookies-bombs;
- Shotgun;

- Machine gun;
- Rocket launcher;

- Rainbow flamethrower;
- Protective aura;
- Worm machine;
- Banana impulse.
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You have to face a lot of enemies of various kinds, which in the game as many as thirteen pieces, one of which is the main boss.
Destroy these insidious creatures and let your hand not falter in the face of the sweetest of them.

Sit down in your sweet ship and fly to destroy honey enemies by the power of scorching love!
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Title: NYAN DESTROYER
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Khokhlov
Publisher:
Khokhlov
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 512MB

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Buy guns of Icarus instead. Great game, even better if you grew up in the 70-80s. The amount of different characters you
recognise that you had forgot about is amazing. They have packed a lot of references in there. I won't name them as half the fun
is recognising them and shouting it out.
The game is an obvious clone of Paperboy but in my opinion it is much better and more fun to play. Plus you don't need a
bicycle controller to play it! I find it easier to play with a controller. Unfortunately the game does not support a controller but I
use Pinnacle to get around this. There are only 4 keys anyway so its not really an issue.
The difficulty level is spot on leading you to the feeling of "Just one more go" and one more go becomes 10 more goes etc...
Highly recommended at the full price.. A ton of fun! The locomotion is great, it looks beautiful and the combat is actually pretty
good (though the animations could use some work). I loved dodging traps in the tower mode and fighting skeletons on the
survival mode. It's really satisfying to panic when a skeleton gets close and stick a throwing axe in their heart. The developers
are also very active.. 65 special costumes which add cute to the feel. Worth the buy. Loving this! An inspired re-imagining of
the old "snake" format of games; leading a line of heroes to destroy wandering enemies without running into them (or the walls)
you unlock new heroes by finishing stages, and the heroes themselves can be levelled to improve survivability and damage
output (upgrades are a fixed path per character and persist from run to run)

In game currency allows for upgrades and skipping levels or adding more heroes before a stage starts, as well as a few buffs that
will last for the entire run (however short that may be)

Picked this up on sale for the utterly insane price of 39p HIGHLY RECOMMENDED! ^_^. A better DLC. Adds three playable
Warlords fighting as Yellow Turbans. Unique mechanics\/reforms\/playstyle\/classes\/units. Each warlord has their own focus so
even playing the different warlords feels unique.

CA got a lot right with this title. Very cool addition to have at launch. 10\/10 DLC in a 10\/10 game.

Already 30+ hours in and if anything its too good. Gonna be hard to play Warhammer again.. Akuto is fun, plain and simple. It's
designed to be something you can start up very quickly and just get playing. The bots are actually decent and work with the style
of the game, but they are obviously just to practice. This game is hilarious with a group of buddies to play, but there isn't much
depth. This isn't a bad thing, because again, the strength of the game is you can just start playing it. Controls are simple, the
gameplay is easy to grasp but still with strategic value. You don't buy this to replace Skyrim, you buy it so that when friends
come over, you can start having fun right away.

. - Tons of bugs, even after leaving it for half a year
- You feel empty and lonely, didn't have that feeling in X3
- Less features, capabillities, ships, content etc. than X3

TL;DR
Egosoft \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up once more after Rebirth. This is just a worse X3. Stick to playing X3
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Not the best hidden object game I've played, but by far not the worst either. Somewhere at 3.5 out of 5...-ish.

Pro:
+ no whiny female main character (why does nearly every hidden object game have these?)
+ not too many facepalm moments
+ rather fresh setting (no pun intended)
+ two sorts of collectibles
+ about 4 hours of gameplay
+ you can unlock fancy stuff for your (pet?) penguin

Contra:
- cutscenes are completely muted while the rest of the game has decent sound
- I didn't get the story at all, apart from being stuck somewhere near the north pole
- about 4 hours of gameplay
- no bonus chapter. A-kun, Daisuki da yo >.<. Oh, this is a good one. Playing the original release of FoG II, chariots had their
uses (very, very rarely), but were mostly wasted units. In Rise of Persia, they can wreak havok against the lighter troops that
armies deploy in this period. There are four great campaigns, covering Assyria, Persia, Nebuchadnezzar II, and so on. If it feels
vaguely biblical, it is, in the most epic sense of the word.

I wasn't very excited by this DLC when it was announced- I like Persia, but thought I perfered the Sassanid armies. I was wrong.
Excellent DLC with a great patch, too. 9\/10.. Avoid. Do not buy. The game should still be in early access. Quest system is
garbage. Building on your land is unintuitive and the 'hints' cover up buttons you're trying to click on. Nothing has an
explanation, at all! Do scarecrow even have a use? No one knows. Not even Google knows. The fishing is a total ripoff of
stardew, and as far as I know there's only 1 type of fish. The combat is so bad it's beyond being funny and is just total trash. You
can only romance 2 people. This game is empty, heartless, soulless. Any of the competition would be a better choice. Get My
time at Portia, or Stardew Valley. If you own those, look elsewhere or find an early access game to follow.. Has the tags "Co-op"
and "Local Co-op" in the description, but there is no online co-op available.
Borderline fraud. Don't buy this if you intend to play this online with a friend!. Game is improving bit by bit, but character
control and combat still feel stiff as hell.
Sound effect overlapping each other
Flamethrower flame effect will block your vision like a boss.
Building mechanic still need lot of improvement.

Other than survival mode, there is not much to do in the game at the moment.
This game has the potential to be a decent fun time killer game, but you might want to wait for release version just to be safe.
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